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Abstract: Mapping the seafloor in the deep ocean is currently performed using sonar systems on
surface vessels (low-resolution maps) or undersea vessels (high-resolution maps). Surface-based
mapping can cover a much wider search area and is not burdened by the complex logistics required
for deploying undersea vessels. However, practical size constraints for a towbody or hull-mounted
sonar array result in limits in beamforming and imaging resolution. For cost-effective high-resolution
mapping of the deep ocean floor from the surface, a mobile wide-aperture sparse array with subarrays
distributed across multiple autonomous surface vessels (ASVs) has been designed. Such a system
could enable a surface-based sensor to cover a wide area while achieving high-resolution bathymetry,
with resolution cells on the order of 1 m2 at a 6 km depth. For coherent 3D imaging, such a
system must dynamically track the precise relative position of each boat’s sonar subarray through
ocean-induced motions, estimate water column and bottom reflection properties, and mitigate
interference from the array sidelobes. Sea testing of this core sparse acoustic array technology has
been conducted, and planning is underway for relative navigation testing with ASVs capable of
hosting an acoustic subarray.

Keywords: sparse aperture MIMO sonar; deep ocean bathymetry; precise relative navigation;
distributed sensing; ocean modeling; path planning

1. Introduction

As the ability to map large sections of the seafloor has increased over time, so has this
technology’s impact on a broad range of scientific disciplines. For example, recent advances
in coverage rate and resolution of undersea sensing capabilities have inspired new methods
for identifying and tracking hazardous geological processes and vulnerable ecosystems
and habitats [1–3]. Large-scale high-resolution mapping can enable safe navigation for
submersibles, improved climate modeling, infrastructure monitoring, and disaster response
efforts such as locating missing objects. However, the difficulty of recovery tasks in
deep and wide areas of the ocean has been highlighted by recent tragedies such as the
disappearance of Malaysia Airlines flight 370 in the South Indian Ocean [2,4].

A significant challenge in continuing to advance seafloor mapping is that no technol-
ogy exists in water deeper than 1 km to obtain meter-scale resolution maps of the seafloor
from the ocean surface [4–6]. Current technology capable of finding human-made objects on
the seabed or identifying bathymetric features at meter-scale has a maximum range of less
than 1 km through the water [7,8]. Because the ocean has an average depth of 3.7 km, high-
resolution mapping for the vast majority of the sea requires sending a vehicle underwater,
typically within a few hundred meters of the seafloor. Deploying undersea vehicles, even
uncrewed ones, to the deep ocean is a time-consuming and expensive endeavor, severely
limiting the area such vehicles can map [9–11]. Therefore, wide-area, deep ocean surveys
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are currently forced to accept lower-resolution goals that surface-vessel-based multibeam
sonars can achieve. For instance, the Seabed 2030 project [12] used 400 m × 400 m grids as
the baseline seabed cell resolution for water depths from 3 to 5.75 km.

Surface-vessel-based multibeam sonars can map the seabed with a fast coverage rate
compared to sonars mounted on undersea vehicles but at a significantly lower resolution [7,13].
To employ sonar ranging through a deep water column, high-amplitude transducers operating
at relatively low center frequency must be selected to reduce transmission loss. The selection
of frequency determines the maximum range of a sonar array and an upper bound of the
resolution set by diffraction limit [14]. Therefore, low-frequency sonar operation that can reach
the deep ocean typically yields low-resolution imagery. Each pixel on the map generated by a
surface-vessel-based multibeam sonar such as Kongsberg EM302 represents approximately
the size of a football field on the deep seabed. By contrast, higher frequency sonars on vehicles
that operate closer to the sea bottom, such as Kongsberg EM2040, can achieve a 1 m resolution,
resulting in 10,000× more detailed imagery.

This work aims to develop and demonstrate a cost-effective technology for simultane-
ous high-resolution and rapid seafloor mapping in deep water. To generate comparable
resolutions to the high-frequency systems that operate near the bottom of the ocean, a
surface-based sonar must have an aperture approximately 100× the size of those currently
in use. However, the sonar arrays installed on existing large ocean mapping ships are
already at the maximum size supported by their hulls [12,15]. To achieve a sonar array
that is both cost-effective and 100× larger than a ship hull, our design concept uses a small
swarm of widely spaced ASVs, each hosting a small local sonar array, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The autonomous sparse-aperture concept offers a potential 100-fold improvement in
resolution compared with existing surface ship multibeam sonar, or a potential 50-fold increase in
coverage rate compared with subsea sonar.

In this concept, ASVs would work collaboratively to create a large effective array
aperture, spanning hundreds of meters. However, for cost reasons, only a limited number
of ASVs would be used to synthesize the array, on the order of tens of ASVs separated
tens of meters from each other in a random pattern. With this sparse spatial sampling, the
array achieves a lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and is less able to reject noise coming
from undesired directions because of high sidelobes [14]. However, these challenges can
be mitigated using novel signal processing tools and acoustic propagation and imaging
algorithms, including Bayesian and artificial intelligence (AI) schemes, enabling sparse
arrays to achieve higher resolution. In addition, the ocean sound speed field needs to be
estimated through the full water column, and the motions of the ASVs need to be measured
very precisely. A surface-based sparse sonar system will need to be integrated with real-
time, multiresolution probabilistic ocean field estimation, optimal ASV path planning and
coordination, and Bayesian inversions and machine learning of ocean physics and acoustics
fields [16–19].
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Deploying several copies of this autonomous swarm of ASVs to map the deep ocean
seabed at high resolution would enable data collection that could revolutionize our un-
derstanding and modeling of the ocean. The area coverage rate—estimated from sensor
swath and survey speed—currently achievable for high-resolution mapping with an au-
tonomous underwater vessel is approximately 6 km2/h, whereas a surface vessel maps
at more than 50× that rate, albeit only with low resolution. Efforts are underway to in-
crementally improve the efficiency of undersea-vehicle-based surveys—for instance, the
recently developed PISCES system employs both surface and undersea sensors in a novel
bistatic configuration [20]. Our system processes bistatic target reflections with a large
sparse aperture operating from the surface and thus is capable of achieving a much greater
coverage rate.

Autonomous systems enable cost-effective, extended-duration data collections that
can map large areas of the deep ocean bottom. For a sparse-aperture system, the ocean
field estimation, ASV path planning and coordination, Bayesian and AI inversions, and
signal processing could be completed either onboard the ASVs or remotely. For example,
the ASVs could be deployed from a ship, controlled and guided remotely, and left to map
the seabed (including searching for a particular object on the seabed) for months until
maintenance is needed. All collected data would be returned through a satellite link, and a
high-resolution map of the seabed could be generated remotely.

The long-term goal is to demonstrate that a small swarm of ASVs can achieve high-
resolution maps of the seabed from the ocean surface. This work addresses two specific
objectives:

1. To demonstrate that a sonar array composed of multiple collaborative ASVs can
produce a high-resolution map of the seabed in deep water with precise relative
positioning knowledge;

2. To demonstrate that a single ASV working in conjunction with a large sonar array can
achieve all position, timing, and acoustic signal requirements to work effectively as
part of the large array.

Our teams at the Lincoln Laboratory (LL) and Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) have started working toward achieving these two goals. In particular, design studies
and risk-reduction efforts for the overall project have been performed, including an analysis
of the concept; a demonstration of a sparse aperture in a tank; the development of a low-cost,
ASV-sized sonar array; sea testing of a large sonar array; the fabrication of a first-generation
ASV; and initial relative navigation algorithm development. Figure 2 shows an overview of
the technological development phases. This paper describes the design and specifications
of our ocean floor mapping system and the techniques used for data acquisition, signal
processing, and imaging. We illustrate the system’s capabilities using a proof-of-principle
tank test at MIT LL Autonomous Systems Development Facility and an ocean test in Boston
Harbor. Furthermore, we highlight our current efforts toward building an autonomous
sparse-aperture sonar onboard multiple ASVs and precision-relative navigation system for
the ASVs.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline our system design
and present the signal-processing chain and imaging algorithms used to obtain 3D seafloor
maps. We provide validation results from a tank test using a proof-of-principle sonar in
Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, we describe an application of our system in producing a
3D reconstruction of a sunken barge near Boston Harbor and current efforts to develop
precision-relative navigation for ASVs, respectively. In Section 6, we discuss overall system
design and performance, and our future project plans are provided in Section 7. Lastly,
we discuss environmental impacts in Appendix A and outline our algorithm to reduce
sidelobe effects in sparse array data in Appendix B.
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Figure 2. Progression from concept development to sea testing of the sparse aperture.

2. System Overview

The motivation for developing a large acoustic aperture comes from trade-offs be-
tween imaging distance, resolution, operating frequency, and aperture size. To illustrate
these trade-offs, consider three scenarios with different aperture sizes and resolution re-
quirements. In Figure 3, the blue curves represent the link budget—the maximum imaging
distance as a function of frequency given a maximum sound pressure level (186 dB re 1 µPa
for marine life safety) and the minimum required SNR. This link budget limit does not
change significantly in the three scenarios. The red and green curves are the range resolu-
tion and the diffraction limits for each system, respectively. To achieve 100× better range
and cross-range resolution, the signal bandwidth needs to be wider and the wavelength
needs to be shorter, so both limits shift to the right by two orders of magnitude.

Figure 3. The performance-bound trade-off between imaging distance, resolution, frequency, and
aperture. (a) A 7 m sonar array can achieve 100 m resolution at the target depth of 6 km. (b) A
resolution of 1 m is possible, but the range is limited to 1 km. (c) A large 700 m aperture sonar can
achieve 1 m resolution at the target depth and beyond.

The shaded areas indicate possible operating regions for the sonar systems. For
instance, when operating near 20 kHz, a 7 m sonar array can achieve a 100 m resolution to
at least the target depth of 6 km, a depth greater than 99% of the world’s oceans’ depths.
However, to achieve 1 m resolution, the same sonar array can only reach slightly over 1 km.
Therefore, the solution to higher resolution at longer distances is to increase the diffraction
limit of the system without increasing frequency, thereby requiring the sonar aperture to be
significantly increased. For example, a system using a 100× larger array can achieve a 1 m
resolution while operating beyond the target depth of 6 km.

A larger sonar aperture increases the diffraction limit of the sonar and enables high-
resolution imaging from longer ranges. Traditionally, sonar apertures are populated with
transducers at half-wavelength spacing. For very large apertures, this approach would
be prohibitive in terms of size, weight, power requirements, and cost. Therefore, we
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designed a large aperture sonar system with a sparsely populated 2D array of transmit and
receive elements.

To demonstrate this concept, we implemented a sparse-aperture multiple-input,
multiple-output (MIMO) sonar system that comprises pulse generators, a sparse transmit
and receive array, multichannel signal conditioners, and signal converters, as shown in
Figure 4. The pulse generators have calibration loopback outputs, which are used as a refer-
ence to compensate for time jitter and time drift. Receive elements have flat sensitivity over
the operating frequency band. Signal conditioner consists of single-ended-to-differential
converter for reducing the impact of common-mode noise pickup and harmonics, low-noise
amplifiers for improving dynamic range and sensitivity, and anti-aliasing low-pass filter.

Figure 4. A block diagram of the sparse sonar data acquisition system for NRX receivers (blue) and
NTX transmitters (red).

According to Huygens’ principle, combining radiated pulses from multiple trans-
mitters to perform space-time focusing to improve array performance is possible [21].
However, this method requires transmitters to generate identical waveforms while main-
taining precise positioning and time synchronization. Implementing such an approach for
the distributed ASV array would significantly increase the cost and hardware complexity,
so the concept of transmit focusing was not included in the current system design.

To achieve orthogonality with MIMO, we adopted a time-division multiple access
(TDMA) transmission scheme in which transmitted waveforms share the same frequency
band but at different time slots. During each time slot, a single transmitter insonifies the area
under the array with a short pulse, and all sparse receive elements are used to sample the
scattered wavefield. This sparse MIMO array significantly reduces the number of required
transducers and cost but at the expense of less array gain and increased sidelobe level.
Therefore, specialized signal processing and image reconstruction algorithms are needed to
extract maximal information from the data and to optimize the sparse array performance.

2.1. Signal-Processing Chain

A custom signal-processing chain was developed to condition the data for the image
reconstruction step. The first step in the signal-processing chain is to check the health of all
source transducers and receive hydrophones. Any sources that do not transmit or any dead
or noisy transducers are excised, so they will not be included in the processing. The next
step is to match the filter receiving data by convolving it with a replica of the transmitted
pulse from each source. Matched filtering increases the temporal resolution of the data
and improves the SNR by suppressing noise through coherent integration. Because the
waveforms used in the ocean testing sonar system are generated on-demand in hardware
and to provide information on the exact time of transmission, the transmitted signals are
also recorded on separate loopback channels. The source transducers typically cannot
transmit the full frequency extent of the generated waveforms (i.e., they have significant
roll-off away from their peak resonant frequency), so a bandpass filter is also applied to
suppress the artifact.
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The final step of the signal-processing chain is calibrating the data, as shown in
Figure 5, by time-aligning the data across receive channels and refining the estimates of
array element locations and sound speed needed for image processing. Many hydrophones
made up the sonar array used in the ocean testing, which required 12 separate 24-channel
audio interfaces (i.e., analog-to-digital converters). Because of this requirement, slight
timing differences can exist between channels connected to different audio interfaces.
A broadband, pseudo-random noise signal was generated and injected into one channel on
each audio interface. These channels were then used to estimate (using time correlation)
and correct the relative time offsets between channels on different audio interfaces. The
synchronized data were then used to refine the estimates of the transducer and hydrophone
locations and the sound speed in the water. The refinement was completed using iterative
optimization routines to maximize the total energy at each receiver after summing over
the one-way (source-to-receiver or “direct path”) signal from all sources. These refined
estimates are subsequently used to perform range migration in the image processing step.

Figure 5. The calibration approach finds optimal sensor positions and sound speed by modeling
direct path (orange) and surface bounce path (red) contributions in the matched filtered data (blue).

2.2. Imaging Algorithms

Following geometry processing, data filtering, and calibration, the next step is to define
a reconstruction grid underneath the array to cover the search area. We adopted range
migration approach to construct the 3D image of the ocean floor because of the advantages
this approach offers in computing a high-resolution image at a relatively low computation
cost, making it well-suited for near real-time operations. Specifically, we implemented two
popular imaging algorithms: diffraction stack [22] and Kirchhoff migration, which was
first intuited in 1954 by Hagedoorn [23] and has been refined significantly since then for
2D and 3D applications in acoustic, seismic, and electromagnetic wave imaging [24–26].
Both imaging algorithms can be understood using the following example. If a point in our
binning grid was located on the boundary of the object we are interested in imaging, as
shown in Figure 6, then the outgoing wave from the transmitter reflects at that point and
propagates back to one of the receivers. The pressure signal measured at the receiver will
then have a maximum at an instant corresponding to the travel time from the transmitter
to the voxel and back to the receiver. Integrating pressure measurements from all receivers
at corresponding travel times will show a strong reflectivity value if a voxel lies on the
object’s surface.
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Figure 6. Illustrations of ray tracing in range migration, and the effect of varying the diffuse parameter
(µ) in Ellis and Crowe bistatic scattering filter application.

Because of our sparse aperture and the high-resolution requirements, the migrated
image suffers from significant sidelobes. To address this limitation, we implemented
scattering models to filter the reflected signals at each voxel. Our implementation included
models for Lambert’s scattering [21], Phong diffuse and specular reflections [27], and the
more general Ellis and Crowe bistatic scattering model [28], shown in Figure 6. The imaging
and scattering algorithms were implemented for computation using MATLAB, which is
a software package that can use graphics processing units to accelerate the computation.
For instance, computing a high-resolution 3D image of a 0.5 m × 0.5 m × 0.2 m region on a
501 × 501 × 201 grid (i.e., ∼50 million voxels at ∼1 mm resolution) takes around 1.27 min
on a NVIDIA RTX A6000 48 GB GDDR6 unit.

The last step in our approach corresponds to visualizing the migrated image. We use
a box filter to integrate the energy in a small box of voxels into one larger, lower-resolution
voxel, which helps reduce the SNR. In addition, we compare the amplitudes of the voxels
and set a threshold for “filled” or “empty”; typically, we have been using 14–18 dB above
the minimum energy to be considered material instead of water.

Altogether, the imaging algorithm can be summarized as follows:

1. Range migration—fill the volume underneath the array with voxels and estimate
bistatic travel times for each voxel, then sum the matched filter amplitudes at that
voxel from all the transmit receiver combinations.

2. Scattering filter—use the scattering angle to filter the return strengths in each voxel.
3. Integration—sum a cube of voxels into one larger voxel, essentially taking 3 × 3 × 3

or 15 × 15 × 15 voxels and combing all the energy in those voxels into one larger,
lower-resolution voxel.

4. Thresholding—compare the amplitudes of the voxels and threshold for “filled” vs.
“empty” voxels.

3. Sparse-Aperture Sonar: Scaled Tank Test

To demonstrate that a large sparse-aperture sonar could be made and the sidelobe
issue could be mitigated by appropriate array design and signal processing, we built a
proof-of-principle sonar in a test tank. The sonar consists of 43 transducers that operate at
200 kHz across a 1.5 m aperture. The array is effectively 200 wavelengths in each direction,
and with only 43 transducers, it is very sparse. Figure 7 shows a picture of the sparse sonar
array above the test tank and example imagery.

In preparation for the oceangoing system, given that acoustic projectors are signif-
icantly more expensive than hydrophones (∼20× more), the system was biased toward
many “receive” channels and few “transmit” channels. All beamforming and timing are
performed on the receive side. The system has a custom data acquisition system that
samples at 1.67 Msps, and all transmitters have loopbacks.
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Figure 7. (a) The 200 kHz sparse aperture sonar array above the test tank and (b) CAD model of the
target and acoustic reconstruction example.

To generate the imagery from the acoustic data collected in the tank, we employed our
custom signal-processing chain and imaging algorithms presented in Section 2. Figure 7
shows sample imagery of a 10 cm MIT LL logo positioned 10 cm above the tank bottom.
The features of the logo are about 9 mm wide, and the acoustic wavelength is about 8 mm,
so resolving the finer details of the logo is not expected. However, the overall extent is
readily apparent.

The imaging algorithms were compared to attain the sharpest image. Because of the
vast volume of 3D, high-resolution data to be processed and limited computing power, we
sought an algorithm that produced suitable images at the minimum possible computational
expense. In each of the following cases, after processing the data, we set data thresholds
such that voxels with energy less than εthresh dB of the maximum are treated as noise and
not shown. We started by comparing the two different algorithms referenced in Section 2.2
in Figure 8: Kirchhoff migration and diffraction stack imaging. We used 0.5 cm resolution
for this experiment and smoothed the data with a 3 × 3 × 3 box filter. For Kirchhoff
migration and diffraction stack imaging, we set εthresh = −14 and −9 dB, respectively.
Because Kirchhoff migration incorporates angular information, it produced far superior
results to the diffraction stack.

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

Figure 8. A comparison of the results of Kirchhoff migration (a,b) and diffraction stack (c,d) imaging,
with (a,c) showing 3D visualizations and (b,d) showing a top-down view. Kirchhoff migration
successfully localizes the LL logo, while the diffraction stack produces a smoothed image.

Next, we considered the different scattering models discussed in Section 2.2. We
processed the data using Ellis’ and Crowe’s [28], Lambert’s [21], and Phong’s [27] scattering
models, in addition to not using any scattering model at all with thresholds
εthresh = −14,−14,−14, and −22 dB, respectively. In this experiment, we used a 0.1 cm
resolution with a 15 × 15 × 15 box filter to give an equivalent smoothed volume. Figure 9
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shows the results of each scattering model. The Ellis and Crowe bistatic model and Phong
model outperform the others; however, we note that the scattering models have tunable
parameters, and Lambert model results for the tank data can improve with further opti-
mization. Nevertheless, this experiment demonstrates the importance of an appropriate
scattering model in 3D imaging.

(a)

(c)

(e)

(g)

(b)

(d)

(f)

(h)

Figure 9. A comparison of the results of Ellis and Crowe [28] (a,b), Lambert [21] (c,d), Phong [27] (e,f),
and no scattering model (g,h). Tuned Ellis and Crowe model and Phong model give the best-resolved
images.

Finally, using the Ellis and Crowe bistatic scattering model, we determined at what
resolution to process the data. Our goal was to find the minimum resolution such that no
discernible details were lost. In Figure 10, we compared 1 cm, 0.5 cm, 0.1 cm, and 0.05 cm
resolutions with εthresh = −14 dB. In contrast to the previous examples, we did not use
a box filter so that none of the fine details in the image would be removed. We find that
the 0.1 cm and 0.05 cm images produce similar results. However, voids in imagery start
to appear with a coarser resolution setting. At a frequency of 200 kHz and assuming the
sound speed of the water is 1500 meters per second, the wavelength of the sound emitted
is 0.75 cm. The Nyquist criterion then dictates that we sample at least at a resolution of
0.375 cm. This analysis aligns with our experiment, as 0.1 cm is the maximum voxel size
tested that satisfies this criterion and the resolution at which we see the most image details.
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(g)

(b)

(d)

(f)

(h)

Figure 10. A comparison of the results of 0.05 cm (a,b), 0.1 cm (c,d), 0.5 cm (e,f), and 1 cm (g,h)
resolution imaging. The images lose details at resolutions larger than 0.1 cm, but the finer 0.05 cm
resolution image provides no further benefit.

4. Sparse-Aperture Sonar: Ocean Test

The tank testing shows that the sparse-aperture concept itself is viable. However, tank
experiments cannot fully simulate the ocean’s complex and dynamic acoustic propagation
conditions and the relative position variations in distributed arrays resulting from ocean
waves and currents. To address the former, we built an oceangoing large sparse-aperture
sonar testbed, shown in Figure 11. The metal frame ensures that the hydrophones and
transmitters are locked in position and that the array geometry varies by less than a tenth
of the wavelength (4 mm), even in rough seas.

Figure 11. (a) The initial deployment of the oceangoing sparse-aperture sonar. (b) The sonar is towed
out to the ocean through the Boston Harbor on 17 September 2020.
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The frame holds together a sparse array of 6 transmitters and 19 cross-shaped receiving
subarrays (with a total of 247 hydrophones). The frame also includes two inertial mea-
surement units and a waterproof server rack that houses the data acquisition system with
signal conditioners, signal converters, pulse generators for transmitters, and control PCs.
All the sensors and electronics are remotely controllable via Ethernet. When assembled, the
array is 8 m × 8 m (24’ × 24’), but it can be separated into three units to fit onto a single 53’
flatbed trailer. The system operates at 33 kHz and is designed for an initial operating depth
of 150 m. Figure 12 shows the sparse array layout, range profiles of all transmitter–receiver
pairs, and a bathymetry point cloud from pier-side sensor data acquisition testing and
validation.

Figure 12. Initial pier-side test results of the oceangoing sparse-aperture sonar. The array layout and
range profiles from all transmitter–receiver pairs are shown in (a,b), respectively. The reconstruction
point cloud of the pier bottom is shown in (c).

We identified sunken objects near Boston Harbor to image with our sonar array for
an initial at-sea demonstration of the sparse-aperture concept. We installed a reference
fathometer and ran Humminbird HELIX 7 side-scan sonar to generate reference imagery of
the seabed. This side-scan sonar operates at 462 kHz and has a maximum range of 60 m.
With 14× the operating frequency of our sparse array, the side-scan sonar is better equipped
to resolve small features. Figure 13 shows the reference side-scan imagery and the imagery
generated from our sparse sonar array of a sunken barge outside Boston Harbor. The sparse
sonar array operates as a multibeam sonar. It can produce a full 3D reconstruction of the
seabed, whereas the side scan generates an intensity versus range plot with narrow strips.
Because of this difference in image formation techniques, a direct comparison of the two
outputs is difficult. Qualitatively, however, the image resolution we are obtaining from our
array is similar to that of the side-scan system. A more capable reference multibeam system
will be used for further validation and quantitative comparison of the resolution.
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Figure 13. A comparison of seabed imagery of automated wreck and obstruction information system
(AWOIS) site 2112, a sunken barge outside Boston Harbor. The site’s geolocation is indicated in (a).
(b,c) Show reference imagery from a commercial side-scan sonar and imagery generated with our
large sparse array using our initial low-resolution algorithm, respectively.

5. Toward Autonomous Sparse-Aperture Sonar

As we have shown that sparse-aperture imaging of the seabed is possible, we are
working to disaggregate the sonar array onto multiple ASVs. The first step is to derive the
required position knowledge for all the hydrophones in the array to generate sharp and
focused imagery. This position knowledge will serve as a requirement for how well each of
the ASVs needs to be tracked. Using our tank demonstration sonar array, we confirmed
that if we know the positions of all elements to one-tenth of the acoustic wavelength, we
can generate clear imagery. Using our ocean data at 33 kHz and additional modeling, we
can estimate the array’s performance degradation with element position error.

For example, the wavelength at 33 kHz is 4.5 cm, and from the tank experiments, we
would expect sharply focused imagery with a 4.5 mm or less element position error. The
power loss with simulated position errors at 33 kHz is shown in Figure 14. We see minimal
degradation through the one-tenth wavelength uncertainty and a less than 0.5 dB loss. The
3 dB loss point is around 8 mm, or about one-sixth of a wavelength, and at about one-third
of a wavelength, the performance drops precipitously. Therefore, the required position
accuracy for hydrophones on the first-generation ASV will be one-tenth of a wavelength,
5 mm, the hope is to develop autofocus techniques to relax this requirement to one-third or
one-fifth of a wavelength and reduce the cost of the ASVs.

Figure 14. Power loss with position error simulated based on 33 kHz sonar data.

We are working to demonstrate a low-cost, precision-relative navigation capability
to achieve 5 mm, 3D relative position accuracy. We performed a trade study evaluating
many potential relative navigation options: (1) GPS, (2) inertial measurement, (3) optical
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tracking, (4) LiDAR, (5) radio-frequency ranging, and (6) high-frequency (automotive) radar.
The key performance parameters are sensor field of view, maximum range, measurement
accuracy, and cost. We plan to use a fused GPS and inertial measurement with optical
and LiDAR tracking. The stereo-optical measurements can be used to generate the most
accurate relative measurements; however, this approach requires many cameras and targets,
which may exceed cost constraints. LiDAR has excellent coverage and good potential
solution accuracy. Figure 15 shows an example of a “dummy” ASV in a tank with GPS and
inertial measurements onboard and offboard tracking with an optical sensor and LiDAR.
Our current optical system post-processing can measure optical-marker rigid-body edge
distances and interior angles with accuracies of 0.33 cm and 0.25◦, respectively.

Figure 15. The in-lab test setup for precision-relative navigation is shown in (a). Example data
frames from a near-infrared camera and LiDAR are shown in (b). Edge distances and interior angles
calculated for tracking the ASV are shown in (c).

In collaboration with the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, we designed a low-
cost ASV with a sonar array on the bottom that could have fiducials installed to enable
precision tracking. The first of these ASVs has just been deployed and includes a 21-element
passive sonar array, fully autonomous control, fused inertial navigation and GPS, and rigid
markers for tracking. Pictures from the sea tests are shown in Figure 16. Optical markers
are tracked using stereo cameras and LiDARs to generate precise 6-degrees-of-freedom
relative poses of the ASVs.

Figure 16. Initial sea testing of custom ASVs and sensors. Precision optical and LiDAR tracking of
the vessel from shore (a) and boat (b).

6. Discussion: Overall System Design and Performance

In Section 3, we validated our ocean mapping system using a proof-of-principle sonar
test in a scaled tank. The tank testing showed that the sparse-aperture concept is viable
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despite the challenges posed by the tank size causing significant signal interference and
multipath effects. We also showcased the application of our imaging algorithms and
showed the convergence of reconstructed images as we varied resolution. We compared
the reconstructed images from the three scattering models and concluded that the Ellis and
Crowe bistatic model provided the best results.

After demonstrating that the sparse-aperture concept is viable, in Section 4 we show-
cased the application of our system in reconstructing a 3D image of a sunken barge near
Boston Harbor. We discussed details of our signal-processing and calibration chain and
compared the image we obtained of the barge to that obtained by a commercial side-scan
sonar. It should be noted that the imagery from our array was created using an initial
algorithm set based on the signal-processing chain we developed for our tank experiment.
Many aspects of the signal-processing suite would improve the quality of the imagery.
Some of the possible improvements we are currently working on are listed in Table 1. In
Appendix A, we discuss environmental impacts and how they can be expected to be limited
compared to other systems.

Table 1. Signal processing improvements.

Low Resolution (Existing Algorithm) Improved Resolution (Future Algorithm)

10 cm voxels <5 cm voxels
Semi-static motion compensation Full motion compensation

Range migration with straight propagation Range migration with ray tracing
Direct blast timing calibration Autofocus for calibration

Measured sound velocity profile Sound velocity updated during focusing
Basic bistatic scattering model Scattering model optimization

Incoherent summing Coherent processing

A sparse array design introduces higher sidelobes than a fully populated dense array
of equal size. A high sidelobe allows acoustic energy from other directions to smear
into the look location of the array and degrades the image quality. In Appendix B, we
showcase such sidelobe effects and outline our algorithm to reduce them. Specifically,
Figures A2 and A3 first confirm that a long inter-array distance introduces high sidelobe
artifacts. Figure A4 shows that these sidelobe artifacts intensify for a spotlight-shaped
transmit beam. This wide transmit beam illuminates a broader 2D patch of the seafloor than
a 1D seafloor strip illumination from a narrow fan-shaped transmit beam and introduces
more sidelobe energy leakage. We have developed a coherent sidelobe-reduction algorithm
based on alternative projection [14] and the CLEAN algorithm of Hogbom [29]. Our
algorithm effectively reduces sidelobe artifacts for a modeled Lambertian seafloor example,
as shown in Figure A5. This algorithm is currently under further development, and we are
planning performance analyses on both simulated scenarios and real measurements.

On the basis of our current ASV design, tracking system, and acoustic imaging, we
have estimated the performance and costs of a fully operational array. Desired resolution of
the seabed imagery determines the sonar operating frequency and the number and quality
of navigation sensors needed to achieve the one-tenth-wavelength relative positioning
accuracy. The accuracy requirement can be relaxed to one-third-wavelength with an
autofocus mapping capability.

A conventional deep-water multibeam sonar has about 1◦ beam and costs around USD
2 million. The sparse array technique will require long-endurance ASVs that cost about
USD 75,000 each. At 1 m resolution, using our current GNSS–visual–inertial navigation
setup will require installing a precision GNSS receiver capable of real-time kinematics
(RTK), inertial measurement unit, and multiple cameras and LiDARs on vehicles. The total
cost of the system will be USD 7 million At lesser resolution requirements, such as 10 m,
fewer ASVs are needed, and each vehicle can be outfitted with a less exquisite navigation
sensor suite. The total cost drops to USD 2 million. An overview of this trade is shown in
Figure 17, which shows the Pareto front of cost and resolution for the operational system.
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Figure 17. The potential cost of an operational sparse-aperture sonar mapping using at least 25 ASVs
and our current image reconstruction, focus, and relative navigation techniques.

7. Future Work

We plan to improve signal-processing and 3D image reconstruction algorithms by
incorporating autofocus methods. We could also investigate merging these advances with
our Bayesian uncertainty quantification and learning using our dynamically orthogonal
stochastic acoustic wave predictions [30,31]. A key aspect of the planned sea tests is the
prediction of the ocean fields (e.g., sound speed, currents) to be used in estimating the
bathymetry and seabed properties from the acoustic data and some temperature, salin-
ity, and biogeochemical data. We could employ our MIT Multidisciplinary Simulation,
Estimation, and Assimilation System (MSEAS) ocean modeling system [32,33], optimal
reduced-order theory and schemes for uncertainty quantification, and Bayesian data as-
similation and learning [34,35]. We could first predict joint probability density functions
(PDFs) of the uncertain ocean and seabed fields, using our new coupled dynamically or-
thogonal stochastic ocean acoustic partial differential equations [36–39], with extension to
multiresolution probabilistic predictions. With these prior PDFs, our Bayesian inference
algorithms then assimilate the measured acoustic data and sound speed profiles to jointly
estimate posterior PDFs for the ocean fields, bathymetry, and seabed’s geoacoustic proper-
ties [36,40]. With Bayesian and machine learning [41,42], we can then jointly learn better
parameterizations (e.g., for scattering), neural model closures (e.g., for missing or unknown
model terms), and even model formulations themselves (e.g., for model complexity).

For the control and coordination of the ASVs, we could utilize our principled optimal
path planning and coordination for operations in strong dynamic ocean currents and waves
(e.g., [19,43,44]). With this model-based predictive control and path planning coordination,
we could guide the ASV headings and speeds to ensure that the ASV remains in an optimal
location with respect to the rest of the array. For multiple ASVs, our rigorous path planning
and coordination methods could help maintain larger-scale patterns that are optimal for
the inference of bathymetry while accounting for ocean currents and waves.
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Appendix A. Environmental Impacts

The only foreseen potential environmental impact of this system is the acoustic effects
on marine life. A typical multibeam echosounder on a surface ship designed for deep water
produces a 240 dBuPA@1m sound pressure level (SPL) and has a wide beam of around 140°.
Given the expense of ship operations, the sonar is run continuously. Our current rigid sonar
array is intentionally power limited such that it does not require permitting to use. The acoustic
projectors are standard commercial fathometers modified to play alternative waveforms at
reduced maximum output power. They also have a very narrow, 22°, downward-pointing
beam. Using 160 dB SPL criteria for Level B harassment, a marine mammal within 10,000 m of
the ship would be behaviorally harassed. However, with our current array, a marine mammal
would need to be within 8 m and 11° off-vertical from our transducer to be behaviorally
harassed. An animal must be underneath the array and within 8 m to be affected by our
testing. Overall, the environmental impact of the prototype sparse-aperture array is less than
that of other vessel traffic employing a low-frequency fathometer.

For a future operational system using ASVs, the beam width of the transmitters and
power level will be increased. The power level will still be less than that of a surface ship
multibeam. To mitigate the increase in SPL and beam width, we intend to develop an
automated detector of marine mammal sounds and pause testing when marine mammals
are suspected to be in the vicinity of the array. The testing pause is much less impactful
for an autonomous system than for a large capital ship. Figure A1 compares the rough
areas underneath a conventional multibeam, our existing array, and a future potential
sparse-aperture operational system in which a marine mammal may be harassed.

Figure A1. Approximate distance from acoustic sources that exceed 160 dB sound pressure level for a
typical ship-based multibeam echosounder, our existing prototype array, and a future first-generation
operational system.
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Appendix B. High Sidelobe Effects in a Sparse Array Image and Reduction
Algorithm Development

This section shows the sidelobe effects in a sparse array image and investigates their
cause. We also briefly introduce a potential sidelobe reduction algorithm and demonstrate
its effectiveness by simulation.

Appendix B.1. High Sidelobe Effects in a Sparse Array Image

Here, we simulate the sidelobe effects in a sparse array image and compare it with
a dense-array image. Figures A2 and A3 show that a sparse array leads to more sidelobe
artifacts and degrades the image quality. This outcome is due to sidelobe energy from other
seafloor pixels smearing into the array’s look position.

A 2D seafloor further degrades image quality, as shown in Figures A3 and A4. A
1D seafloor strip effectively models a fan-shaped transmit beam wide in one horizontal
direction and narrow in the other (Figure A3). A 2D seafloor patch models a spotlight-
shaped transmit beam wide in both horizontal directions (Figure A4). This spotlight-shaped
transmit beam illuminates a relatively wide area of the seafloor and increases energy
smearing from the seafloor around the array’s look location.

Figure A2. A simulated 1D Lambertian seafloor strip imaged by a dense uniform line receive array.
A 0.05 s linear frequency-modulated transmit waveform at 33 ± 3 kHz is projected from a transmit
element at the center of the receive array. The received signal at each receive element is matched
filtered and then beam-formed for each spatial voxel position. Scattered energy is well-contained
within the seafloor region. No random ambient noise is used.
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Figure A3. Simulated imaging with a sparse array. The environmental configuration and transmit
waveform are the same as those in Figure A2. The geometry of the sparse receive array and the
transmitter is shown. The matched filtered and beamforming scattered output energy is spread
around the seafloor region because of the sidelobes. Note that a 1D bottom strip models a fan-shaped
transmit beam that is narrow in the x direction and wide in the y direction.

Figure A4. A simulated sparse array image of a 2D Lambertian seafloor. The array configurations
are the same as those in Figure A3. A 2D seafloor effectively represents a spotlight-shaped transmit
beam that is wide in both x and y directions. The 2D seafloor scattering increases sidelobe artifacts
and further degrades image quality.
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Appendix B.2. Sidelobe-Reduction Algorithm Development

We are developing algorithms to reduce sidelobe artifacts and improve image quality.
We briefly describe the present algorithm and demonstrate its performance for a simple
simulated case.

Our algorithm shares a similar philosophy with the alternative projection [14] that is
widely used in passive sonar applications. Both algorithms estimate a single-point source
and its waveform at each iteration. Alternative projection estimates the signal waveform of
a point source as the entire component contained in its estimated direction. Estimating the
waveform with a single step can cause energy smearing from nearby sources. Imaging a
cluttered region with a sparse array system with typically high sidelobe levels can suffer
from energy smearing from other sources or background noise and severely contaminate
the waveform estimate. Our algorithm partially estimates the underlying point source’s
waveform at each iteration. The estimation is less susceptible to contamination by other
point sources or background noise, as sidelobe leakage from neighboring sources also
decreases as iterations progress.

The iterative scheme we implement is inspired by the CLEAN algorithm of Hog-
bom [29], which is commonly used for long-baseline astronomical interferometry. However,
our deconvolution algorithm is different from the original CLEAN algorithm. The CLEAN
algorithm was originally developed based on the van Certtite–Zernike theorem [45,46]. It
uses the duality property of the cross-correlation of the electric field measured at two dis-
tinct points, i.e., visibility and directional spectral density. The CLEAN algorithm operates
on the second-moment statistics and removes sidelobe power artifacts. Our algorithm uses
the direct acoustic pressure field and estimates the location and waveform of underlying
point sources to remove the sidelobe field artifacts.

Our algorithm starts with matched filtering, followed by beamforming the received
signal. This coherent processing is typically performed in the complex baseband for
computational efficiency, and, as a result, the raw processed outputs are also complex
values. The order of matched filtering and beamforming are interchangeable because both
processes are linear. It is, however, computationally efficient to first matched filter the
element time series when the number of voxels exceeds the number of “receive” elements.
We define the raw complex output of the coherent processing as the “complex dirty map”,
following the terminology in the original CLEAN algorithm [29]. The algorithm then
finds the power peak location in the dirty map and calculates the complex point response
function at that peak location. The complex point response function is defined as the
“complex dirty beam”. The peak height of the complex dirty beam is scaled by 10–25% of
the dirty map power peak strength with a phase identical to the complex dirty map peak.
This scaled, phase-shifted complex point source at the detected peak position is added to an
empty spatial map and forms the “complex clean map”. A “complex residual map” is also
calculated by subtracting the complex dirty beam of this point source from the initial dirty
map. Our algorithm repeats the same procedure, except the updated complex residual map
is used instead of the complex dirty map to detect the power peak in consecutive iterations.
Iteration continues until the peak power in the complex residual map falls below a desired
level—for example, 30 dB below the peak power of the original complex dirty map.
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Figure A5. Example of a sidelobe-reduction algorithm for a simulated 1D Lambertian seafloor. The
environmental and array configurations are the same as those in Figure A3. The estimated point
source locations are well contained within the seafloor region, as shown by the final clean map after
1000 iterations.
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